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Abstract: This study was focused on the performance of the pile force at the lateral load of an arched
bridge. The effect of the compression of arch bridges creates a large horizontal load. Therefore,
it is one of the most important factors in the dimensioning of piles. The study aims to make a
comparative study between the results obtained in the field, and those obtained by a 3D model
defined as a Finite Element (FE) of a drilled pile, subjected to different lateral loads applied at exact
time intervals. Moreover, the study was intended to determine the influence of the lateral load
applied to a different pile diameter using the FE model. Thus, the unified FEA software Abaqus™
by Dassault systèmes®carried out various processing procedures, namely soil FE modeling, pile FE
modeling, soil-pile interface, Mesh, and boundary conditions, to carry out an effective and predictive
piles behavior analysis. Based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the soil is considered to be stratified
with elastoplastic behavior, whereas the Reinforcement Concrete Pile (RCP) was assumed to be linear
isotropic elastic, integrating the concrete damage plasticity. Since the bridge is an arched bridge, the
lateral load induced was applied to the head of the piles through a concentrated force to check the
pile strength, for which the displacement, stress and strain were taken into account throughout, along
the pile depth. The lateral displacement of the pile shows a deformation of the soil as a function of
its depth, with different layers crossed with different lateral loads applied. Thus, from the study
comparing the results of the FE measurements with the data measured in the field, added to the
statistical analyses are as follows: Decrease of the displacement and stress according to the diameter,
taking into account the different diameter. The foundations receive loads of the superstructure to be
transmitted to the ground. Thus, the piles are generally used as a carrier transmitting loads on the
ground. One of the important factors in the durability of the bridge depends more on the strength of
these piles. This makes it necessary to study the reinforced concrete foundations because of their
ability to resist loads of the structure, and the vertical and lateral loads applied to the structure.
This implies an evaluation of the responses of the RCP according to the different lateral loads.
Keywords: reinforced concrete pile; lateral load; 3d finite analysis; stress-strain behavior

1. Introduction
The lateral load on the pile was performed on the Yanchuan Bridge in Jilin province Yanji city,
across the Burghardtong River, China. It extends over a complete length of 324. 86 m across the South
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Burghardtong River (Figure 1) in Figure 1 a,b,c and d it can show the location of city, construction, view
of bridge and test pile. The design of the arch was chosen from an architectural purpose of view, so
that the bridge can be integrated into the natural site to extend the characteristics of the landscape of
the bridge, and decongest the speedily developing areas around the river, to assist increased traffic in
the central city. The site is located around the river at the placement of the bridge as shown in Figure 1.
Therefore, it will not be only a significant part of the infrastructure for this event, but it will also have
to act as an exhibit area for Chinese engineering. The planning of foundations on simple supports
is classical (drilled piles). However, the design of arch foundations is quite complex, due to the low
stiffness and solidity of the soil characteristics; therefore, this study is based on force performance
analysis
of pile behavior of the lateral load. For the arch bridge, the lateral load test is unavoidable
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because of the yearly temperature changes comprised between 30 ◦ C to −30 ◦ C.
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Figure 1. The geo-localization of the Yanchuan Bridge. (a)the Yanji city locate in china, (b) location of
Figure 1. The
of the Yanchuan
Yanji
city
in test.
china ,(b) location of
construction
atgeo-localization
Yanji city, (c) construction
view ofBridge.(a)the
the bridge, (d)
view
oflocate
the pile
construction at Yanji city,(c) construction view of the bridge,(d) view of the pile test.

Reinforced concrete piles or drilled shafts are a kind of bridge substructure within which piles
or
are continuously
extended
belowPile
the on
extent
of theLoad
superstructure. This, alongside with
2. columns
Basic Theory
of Reinforcement
Concrete
a Lateral
the depth of the soil modulus and the limiting values of pile-soil contact pressure, needs to be
Several researchers have developed the speculation on (p–y) curves for sand to explain the
prespecified. For the numerical methods, the analysis is done by using finite elements or finite
connection between soil resistance and the lateral displacement of the pile below lateral load [26],
[27]. In this curve, the (p) denotes the soil reaction and (y) is a deflection of the pile. The bending of
the pile is described in equation 6 for beam bending, ad it can be seen in Figure 2.
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variations. These methods will presently tackle the complete three-dimensional (3D) drawback,
considering the precise geometry, soil-structure interaction and pile effects, though such ways are in
theory the most rigorous [1–3].
Reinforced concrete could be a standard material created by combining cement and forms with
the aim of compensating for the relatively low durability and stability of Reinforcement Concrete Pile
(RCP). Reinforcements that are mostly steel bars represent all the interconnected bars in the concrete
that reinforce concrete development. Both materials have a complete consolidation because there is
almost no slippage between the two, such that the concrete acts in a way as a protective layer for the
steel bar against corrosion.
Despite the high cost of reinforcing steel, it remains the recommended one for construction. It is,
therefore, necessary to review the likelihood of reducing this material to a minimum throughout pile
construction. In the past, piles were unquestionably strengthened [4]. Nowadays, the designers are
minimizing the length of reinforcing bars; therefore, they are scaling back the number of piles [5–20].
This reduction needs excellent separation for the cases wherever the piles would entirely or partly require
reinforcement, and in cases where the reinforcement has been eliminated. From the creation survey
on the codes and their field findings recommendations, codes are required to provide specifications
and limitations for the proportion of bars that ought to be provided within the pile cross-sectional
area [8,10,21–25]. However, the depth of extension of this reinforcement on the pile is not sufficient,
and is left to the designer’s discretion. The main objectives of this study are: (i) On one side, develop a
3D element model that integrates the viscous plastic behavior of the stratified soil (not homogeneous),
and on the other hand, the elastoplastic behavior with concrete damage plasticity. This should be
done in order to accurately simulate the instrumented RCP system used at Yanchuan Bridge which
was designed to last for over 100 years, according to current Chinese building foundation pile testing
technical specifications (JGJ106-2003); (ii) to determine parameters such as lateral displacement, stress
and strain along the pile while subjected to diverse lateral loading; (iii) finally, to investigate the effect
of an influential parameter such as the diameter of the RCP on its mechanical response.
2. Basic Theory of Reinforcement Concrete Pile on a Lateral Load
Several researchers have developed the speculation on (p–y) curves for sand to explain the
connection between soil resistance and the lateral displacement of the pile below lateral load [26,27].
In this curve, the (p) denotes the soil reaction and (y) is a deflection of the pile. The bending of the pile
is described in equation 6 for beam bending, ad it can be seen in Figure 2.
EP IP
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S = slope of the deflected pile
M = moment of the pile
V = Shear
P = Soil reaction
Ep = elasticity modulus
Ip = moment of inertia of the pile
QA = load
z = depth below the pile top
The (p–y) curves are realized using the Winkler approach with uncoupled springs along the pile,
where each is supporting a pile distribution. For each spring, a non-linear (p–y) curve is made. The
curves were adopted and utilized in current strategies for designing lateral loaded piles within the
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standard codes [26,28]. These methods are incredibly empirical, and in each area unit they are fitted by
solely a few all-out experiments represented by Salman et al [8,9,26,29,30]. The procedure for making
the (p–y) curves for the cyclic lateral load on monopiles in the sand is shown by Rasmussen et al [26].

Figure 2. The deflection, rotation, moment, shear force and soil resistance of the pile foundation around
the pile.2.The deflection, rotation, moment, shear force and soil resistance of the pile foundation
Figure

around the pile.

One of the main approaches for calculating the ultimate displacement because of soil yielding
is the beam-on-foundation approach, where the soil is treated as plastic, and its lateral capacity is
2y
d4 y This dmethod
often determined from its resistance [6,9,15].
(1)
EP IP 4 +
QA 2 + Es ydoes
= 0 not predict pile response, since the soil
dz
resistance of the analysis is developed by dz
empirical
observation, and is fitted to the numerical analysis
results to satisfy the results. Another disadvantage pof the (p–y) curve is that a curve developed for a
Es = −
(2)
particular site is not appropriate for one more site. yIn different countries, every site that constructs
its (p–y) curve is relying on the properties of the psoil as a load, pile checks to predict lateral pile
Es = −costly because each site requires testing the pile
(3)
response accurately. This technique is therefore
y
load [9]. An Associate in soil resolution supported an energy-based technique leading to a collection of
d2 y
governing equations and boundary conditions.
of governing equations and boundary
(4)
M =The
EI collection
dz2
conditions, which represent the deformation of the pile and soil below static lateral load, has been
d3 y
utilized by Hashem et al [9,31–34] in homogeneous
(5)
V = EI 3 soil linear elastic, and Hashem et al [9,35] in
dz
multi-layered nonlinear and linear elastic soil. These
equations were resolved numerically employing
a finite distinction technique, whereas [9], used an equivalent
technique to predict the deformation of a
d4 y
(6)
p = EI 4
dz
pile within inhomogeneous linear elastic soil below dynamic
lateral loads. To predict pile displacement
Where,
because of lateral load, three approaches are often used: The cantilever technique, Winkler’s technique,
y = deflection
of thetechnique.
pile
and the elastic
continuum
The cantilever method was developed by Hashem [9]. In this
S = slope of the deflected pile
M = moment of the pile
V = Shear
P = Soil reaction
Ep = elasticity modulus
Ip = moment of inertia of the pile
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methodology, the soil reaction is neglected, and the easy cantilever theory is employed to calculate the
deformation. The distinction in the behavior of flexible and rigid piles has much essential influence on
soil behavior and the development of a “toe-kick” is essential for rigid piles.
3. Finite Element Modeling (FEM)
This section presents the three-dimensional model established through a finite element program
the unified FEA software Abaqus™ by Dassault systèmes®to investigate the behavior of a reinforced
concrete pile subject to lateral load. A Concentrated load force was applied on the pile head to represent
the field loading condition (Jack Force) better. The symmetric geometry of the pile and the lateral
deflection of the pile head was assessed under lateral loading, when such a load was applied on the
pile head. According to the solid mechanics formulations, the amount of lateral deflection can be
found from Beam Flexure Theory. The pile placed in the soil continued up to the bedrock or hard layer.
Therefore, it is often thought of as a cantilever beam [34,36–39].
3.1. Soil Finite Element Modeling
The upper, secondary, tertiary and quaternary formations of the soil consist of layers of resistant
heavy weathered sandstone with different thicknesses as follows: Top, 6.5 m, second, 3.1 m, tertiary,
3.2 m, and quaternary, 0.8 m. The fifth layer is intense to very dense metamorphic siltstone mudstone
(8.4 m). The physical and mechanical properties of the soil are indicated in Table 1. These values
are given by the geotechnical investigation report of the field provided by the Institute of Geological
Investigation of the Province of Jilin in China. It is important to emphasize that the soil stratification
adopted is comparable to that of the soil in Jilin Province (North-East China) where the “Yan Song
Bridge” was constructed. With the development of advanced computation tools, the finite element
method is widely used to describe the behavior of complex geo-materials. Most complexes in a different
loading handled the difficulties in the digital application and the identification parameters of the
element using the standard materials test procedure [21]. Elastoplastic constitutive model with models
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion are often used to integrate the mechanical behavior of the soil in finite
element analysis. By reason of its simplicity and its complete accuracy in case of rupture, which is
dependent on the maximum principal stress σ1 and the minimum principal stress σ3 as shown in
Figure 3. The Mohr-Coulomb model is described by the cohesion c and internal friction angle ∅ [31,40].
1
1
(σ1 − σ3 ) + (σ1 + σ3 ) sin ∅ − cos ∅ = 0
2
2

(7)

Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the soil.
Soil
Quality

Elasticity
Layer Thickness

Mohr-Coulomb

Young’s Modulus
(Pa)

Poison
Ratio

Density
(kg/m3 )

Friction
Angle (◦ )

Cohesion
(KPa)

Heavy weathered
sandstone

top
Second
third
fourth

6.5
3.1
3.2
0.8

76.80 × 10 e6
56.50 × 10 e6
96.70 × 10 e6
57.80 × 10 e6

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

1650
1850
1690
1675

25.32
28.30
23.18
26.77

34
2.57
2.2
2.8

Metamorphic
siltstone mudstone

fifth

8.4

64.20 × 10 e6

0.25

1600

22.24

4.6

Institute of Geological Investigation of the Province of Jilin in China.
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Figure 3. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.

When the distribution in the space of three-dimensional stress, the case of rupture is formed in an
The
model is widely used in geotechnical engineering practice. In this
irregularMohr-Coulomb
hexagonal pyramid.
simulation,
the
Mohr-Coulomb
has used
been in
adopted
to represent
the structural
and
functional
The Mohr-Coulomb modelmodel
is widely
geotechnical
engineering
practice. In
this
simulation,
behavior
of the soil. Inmodel
Abaqus
parameters
are required
to define
behavior
of the soil.
the Mohr-Coulomb
has2017,
beenthree
adopted
to represent
the structural
and the
functional
behavior
of the
These
parameters
are
the
Density
γ
‘,
friction
angle
Φ
and
Cohesion
C.
The
elastic-modulus
was
taken
soil. In Abaqus 2017, three parameters are required to define the behavior of the soil. These parameters
according
to the different
soil
properties
with depth.
Theelastic-modulus
soil was divided
five
layers with
are the Density
γ ‘, friction
angle
Φ and Cohesion
C. The
wasinto
taken
according
to the
constant
properties
for every
layer,
as depicted
in Table
1. into five layers with constant properties for
different
soil properties
with
depth.
The soil was
divided
every layer, as depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the soil.

3.2. Single Pile Finite Element Modeling
Soil

Elasticity

Mohr-Coulomb

In this numerical study, the pile is modeled
structural
element consisting
a reinforced
Young’s as a 3D
Poison
Density
Friction of Cohesion
Quality
Layer thickness
3
concrete material; therefore, the characteristics
the pileRatio
are depicted
2 and 3.
modulus of
(Pa)
(kg/min) the following,
angle (°) Tables
(KPa)
top the reinforced
6.5
76,80 × 10
e6 and the
0.25 choice1650
25.32 as follows,
34 and
It can be noted that
concrete
pile,
of characteristics
Heavy
3.1
10 e6
0.25
28.30 reinforcement
2.57 are
according to theSecond
execution plans,
are:56.50
The×longitudinal,
circular 1850
and transverse
weathered
third(HA). The
3.2 reinforcements
96.70 × 10 e6
0.25the FE 1690
23.18
high-adhesion steel
chosen for
model are in
accordance 2.2
with the
sandstone
fourth
0.8 and 57.80
e6
0.25
1675
26.77 HA 25;2.8
reinforcement used
on the field,
are as× 10
follows:
Longitudinal
reinforcement:
circular
Metamorphic
reinforcement HA 20; Transverse armatures HA 10, which is shown in Figure 4a. Once a bent deck
siltstone
64.20hinges
× 10 e6 might0.25
1600top of the
22.24
4.6
pile
is subjected fifth
to a lateral8.4
load, plastic
form at the
pile and below
the
mudstoneOnce the pile is used to form pile bridge dents, each of those possible hinge positions can have
ground.
Institute
of Geological
Investigation
of the
Province
Jilin in
China and the area between
completely different
properties
and behavior.
In the
case
of the of
upper
hinges
the steel tubes, the tube only provides containment and shear strength, whereas the longitudinal bars
3.2.mainly
Single provide
Pile Finite
Elementstrength.
ModelingConversely, for in-grounds hinges, the steel tube will provide not
flexural
only
shear
resistance
and containment
of the concrete,
but also element
bendingconsisting
resistance.ofAs
a result, the
In this
numerical
study,
the pile is modeled
as a 3D structural
a reinforced
moment
capacity
and
stiffness
of
the
belowground
hinges
in
a
pile
will
be
considerably
larger
than
concrete material; therefore, the characteristics of the pile are depicted in the following, Table
2 and
those
in the upper
Table
3. expected
It can be noted
that thehinges.
reinforced concrete pile, and the choice of characteristics as follows,
and according to the execution plans, are: The longitudinal, circular and transverse reinforcement are
Table 2. The characteristic
PileFE
Concrete.
high-adhesion steel (HA). The reinforcements
chosen forofthe
model are in accordance with the
reinforcement used on the field, and are as follows:
Longitudinal
reinforcement: HA 25; circular
Pile Concrete
reinforcement HA 20; Transverse armatures HA 10, which is shown in Figure 4a. Once a bent deck
Density
2500
pile is subjected to a lateral load, plastic hinges
might
form(Pa)
at the topPoisson’s
of the pile
and below the ground.
Young’s
Modulus
Ratio
Elasticpile bridge dents, each
10
Once the pile is used to form
of
those
possible
hinge
positions can have
0.3
30•10
completely different properties and behavior. In the case of the upper hinges and the area between
the steel tubes, the tube only provides containment and shear strength, whereas the longitudinal bars
mainly provide flexural strength. Conversely, for in-grounds hinges, the steel tube will provide not
only shear resistance and containment of the concrete, but also bending resistance. As a result, the

Pile Concrete
Density
Elastic
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Table
Table3.
3.The
Thecharacteristic
characteristicof
ofPile
Pilesteel.
steel.
Density (kg/m3)
Density (kg/m3 )
Elastic
Elastic
Dilatation
Dilatation
Angle
(◦ ) (°)
Angle
31

Concrete
damage
Concrete
damage
plasticity

plasticity

31

(a)

Steel
Steelfor
forthe
the pile
Pile
7800
7800
Young’s
Modulus
(Pa)
Young’s Modulus (Pa)
21e11
21e11
fbo/fco
Eccentricity
fbo/fco
Eccentricity
0.1

0.1

1.16

1.16

Poisson´s
Ratio Ratio
Poisson´s
0.2
0.2
Viscosity
k
Viscosity
k
parameter
parameter
0.6677
0
0.6677
0

(b)

Figure 4. Modeling of the steel used for analysis the pile, (a) the detail of rebar used in Abaqus™, (b)
Figure 4. Modeling of the steel used for analysis the pile, (a) the detail of rebar used in Abaqus™, (b)
Cover and reinforcement of the pile in which the concrete would be poured.
Cover and reinforcement of the pile in which the concrete would be poured.

The reinforcement is FE 400 steel, and was supplied by the Changchun manufacturing company
3.3. Soil-Pile Interface
in Jilin province, China, and the concrete has a compressive strength of 30 MPa.
The surface contact of the pile-soil tangentially embraces the load transfer mechanisms in each
3.3. Soil-Pile
direction.
TheInterface
applied lateral load force is transferred correctly to the ground when the pile and the
surrounding
soil
surface of
arethe
tightly
in contact.
Otherwise,
it becomes
(close toin
zero).
The surface contact
pile-soil
tangentially
embraces
the load insignificant
transfer mechanisms
each
This
type of
contact
behavior
will be present
by (hard)
contactwhen
choicetheprovided
direction.
Thetraditional
applied lateral
load
force is transferred
correctly
to the ground
pile and by
the
Abaqus™.
surrounding soil surface are tightly in contact. Otherwise, it becomes insignificant (close to zero).
This type of traditional contact behavior will be present by (hard) contact choice provided by Abaqus™.
The tangent behavior will vary from rough contact with no relative slippage between soil flank and
pile, to slippery resistance conditions with no friction development on the shaft of the pile. For contact
between these two typical cases, the pile resistance model in Abaqus™ will be chosen to depict the
interaction at the pile-soil interface with a prescribed resistance constant µ. These two ideal contact
conditions may also be completed through the following cases: With resistance, and without resistance.
The soil-pile interface modeling is extremely essential due to its influence on the pile response below
lateral loading within the soil-pile interaction, where the surrounding soil and the pile elements are
assumed deformable [30,34,37,40–45]. The surface of pile elements and soil elements have a contact
that the surface of pile components is selected as “Master surface,” and therefore the surfaces of soil
elements are defined as “Slave surface.” In Abaqus™, these surfaces are known as the contact pair, and

depict the interaction at the pile-soil interface with a prescribed resistance constant µ. These two ideal
contact conditions may also be completed through the following cases: With resistance, and without
resistance. The soil-pile interface modeling is extremely essential due to its influence on the pile
response below lateral loading within the soil-pile interaction, where the surrounding soil and the
pile elements are assumed deformable [30], [35], [38], [41–46]. The surface of pile elements and soil
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elements have a contact that the surface of pile components is selected as “Master surface,” and
therefore the surfaces of soil elements are defined as “Slave surface.” In Abaqus™, these surfaces are
known
the contact
pair, and
they
are to
depicted
in Figure
In order
to the
taketype
account,
thefollowing
quality and
they areasdepicted
in Figure
5. In
order
take account,
the5.quality
and
of soil,
the
the
type of soil,
following
theGireesha
suggestions
of and
APIafter
(1991)
and sensitive
Gireesha analyses,
(2011), and
several
suggestions
of API
(1991) and
(2011),
several
the after
coefficient
of
sensitive
analyses,
the
coefficient
of
friction
between
concrete
and
sand
relating
shear
stress
to
the
friction between concrete and sand relating shear stress to the normal stress was assumed to be 0.75
normal
stress
assumed
be “penalty
0.75 throughout
analysis
The “penalty
function
method”
throughout
thewas
analysis
[34].to
The
function the
method”
was[35].
utilized
to represent
the contact
with
was
utilized
to represent
the contact
normalshear
contact
stiffness
(Kn). Once
the tangent
shear
normal
contact
stiffness (Kn).
Once with
the tangent
stress
in pile-soil
interface
surpasses
thestress
shear
in
pile-soil interface
surpasses
shear
relative
slip between
pile and soil
The
resistance,
relative slip
betweenthe
pile
and resistance,
soil happens.
The interaction
parameters
usedhappens.
are shown
in
interaction
parameters used are shown in Table 4.
Table 4.

(b)

(a)
Figure 5. Soil-pile interface modeling in Abaqus™ (a) No sliding, (b) Sliding.
Figure 5. Soil-pile interface modeling in Abaqus™ (a) No sliding, (b) Sliding.
Table 4. Interaction parameters.

Table 4. Interaction parameters.

Properties Chosen for Model

Interaction

Interaction
Theory model
Theory model

Sliding formulation
Interaction properties
Sliding formulation
Tangential behavior
Interaction
Frictionproperties
formation
Tangential
behavior(–)
Friction coefficient
Friction
Shearformation
stress limit
Elastic
slip, coefficient
Absolute distance
[m]
Friction
(–)
Normal
behavior,
hard
contact
Shear stress limit
with penalty constraint method
Elastic
slip, Absolute distance
Separation after contact
[m]
Tie contact for the tip of the pile

Alternative Option

Properties
chosen fortomodel
Mechanical
contact<surface
surface>
Frictionalcontact<surface
behavior contacts
Mechanical
to by
surface>
Mohr-coulomb
theory by MohrFrictional
behavior contacts
Small sliding
coulomb
theory

Alternative
option
<Node
to surface>

Small sliding

Finite sliding

Penalty friction
0.75
Penalty
No friction
0.001
0.75

No
0.001

Allowed
Assigned

<Node
to surface>
Various
Various
Finite sliding

Various
0.5
Various
Option limit
can be set
0.0005
0.5

Option limit can be set
0.0005
Not allowed

Normal behavior, hard contact
with penalty constraint method
3.4. Mesh
and Boundary
Condition
Separation
after contact
Allowed
Not allowed
Tie contact
for
the
tip
of
the
pile
Assigned
The soil Mesh model has been modeled using 8-node linear brick components with eight reduced

integration points (C3D8R). As shown in Figure 6c the mesh size of the surrounding soil and the
pile are fine, while the mesh size is coarse, far from the load influence area. The soil material model
describes in the previous section is used in modeling the confined soil. The entire geometry of the soil
pile has been generated. The crushed stone backfill was modelized mistreatment linear elastoplastic,
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria with non-associated flow rule.

elastoplastic, Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria with non-associated flow rule.
The pile concrete domain was discretized by an 8-node linear brick, reduced integration,
hourglass control (C3D8R) elements (Figure 6b). Full interlocking between the sedimentary rock and
therefore the soil pile is assumed. In addition, the soil pile sedimentary rock interaction was
Infrastructures
2019, two
4, 13 secured master/slave contact surfaces. The 2-Node linear 3-D Truss (T3D2) 9was
of 21
simulated
using
used for meshing the steel bar on the pile Figure 6a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. The meshing modeling of the soil pile (a) Steel bar; (b) Reinforcement Concrete Pile (RCP); (c)
Figure 6. The meshing modeling of the soil pile (a) Steel bar; (b) Reinforcement Concrete Pile (RCP) ;
assembly with meshing.
(c) assembly with meshing.

The pile concrete domain was discretized by an 8-node linear brick, reduced integration, hourglass
The pile is wholly embedded within the soil, and it is assumed to be also the case concerning the
control (C3D8R) elements (Figure 6b). Full interlocking between the sedimentary rock and therefore
bedrock. Therefore, the entire bearing nodes are taken as fastened, assuming that the soil and pile are
the soil pile is assumed. In addition, the soil pile sedimentary rock interaction was simulated using
entirely warranted. The facet boundaries are constrained against horizontal direction, and the bottom
two secured master/slave contact surfaces. The 2-Node linear 3-D Truss (T3D2) was used for meshing
boundaries are constrained against each horizontal and vertical directions. In addition, quiet
the steel bar on the pile Figure 6a.
boundaries are used for wave propagation, and to eliminate the “box effect” (i.e., the reflection of
The pile is wholly embedded within the soil, and it is assumed to be also the case concerning
waves back to the model at the boundaries). In order to use the quiet boundaries to the model, infinite
the bedrock. Therefore, the entire bearing nodes are taken as fastened, assuming that the soil and
components are used at the boundaries.
pile are entirely warranted. The facet boundaries are constrained against horizontal direction, and
the bottom boundaries are constrained against each horizontal and vertical directions. In addition,
4. Finite Element Modeling Validation by Field Lateral Loaded Pile Test
quiet boundaries are used for wave propagation, and to eliminate the “box effect” (i.e., the reflection of
waves
to the
model
the boundaries). In order to use the quiet boundaries to the model, infinite
4.1.
Fieldback
Lateral
Loaded
PileatTesting
components are used at the boundaries.
The 22 m piles were embedded into the ground with a diameter of 1.2 m for an overflow of 1.5 m.
4. Finite
Element
Modeling
by Fieldfor
Lateral
Loaded
Pile Test
The
piles were
poured
on the Validation
site and hardened
15 days.
The lateral
loaded pile test was carried
out on a single pile. The soil was composed of several different layers whose characteristics were
4.1. Field Lateral
Loaded
presented
ulterior.
A 250Pile
kg Testing
jack placed between the two piles is capable of applying a load of up to
300 tons.
As
shown
in
Figure
7c, comparators
have been
laid
down, measuring
theandisplacement
as am.
The 22 m piles were embedded
into the ground
with
a diameter
of 1.2 m for
overflow of 1.5
function
of
lateral
load.
The
load
was
applied
using
a
manual
machine
as
shown
in
Figure
7d.
The
The piles were poured on the site and hardened for 15 days. The lateral loaded pile test was carried out
on a single pile. The soil was composed of several different layers whose characteristics were presented
ulterior. A 250 kg jack placed between the two piles is capable of applying a load of up to 300 tons.
As shown in Figure 7c, comparators have been laid down, measuring the displacement as a function
of lateral load. The load was applied using a manual machine as shown in Figure 7d. The same load
applied five times is each time discharged after stabilization of 4 minutes and the unloading will be in
rest for 2 min shown in Figure 7a and in Figure 7a shown the pile and the dial indicator used on the
side. The same procedure is repeated until the load reaches 1,650,000 N.
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4.2. Comparison Between Finte Element Result and Field Measured Data
4.2. Comparison Between Finte Element Result and Field Measured Data
In this study, a 3D FE modeling was developed to analyze the lateral load behavior of the pile
In this study, a 3D FE modeling was developed to analyze the lateral load behavior of the pile
foundation driven into dense sand. The results obtained by the FE analysis were compared with the
foundation driven into dense sand. The results obtained by the FE analysis were compared with the
experimental results determined in lateral load tests on single piles in the different soils and reinforced
experimental results determined in lateral load tests on single piles in the different soils and
concrete piles. The analysis aims to validate the planned technique.
reinforced concrete piles. The analysis aims to validate the planned technique.
From Figure 8 the simulations show that when applying the load on the pile, the displacement
From Figure 8 the simulations show that when applying the load on the pile, the displacement
on the curve of the ground is weak at the beginning of the loading (Time (h) between 0 and 1).
on the curve of the ground is weak at the beginning of the loading (Time (h) between 0 and 1). Then
Then after unloading, the load returns to the original place. However, as the load increases, the
after unloading, the load returns to the original place. However, as the load increases, the curve of
curve of the field follows that of the simulation until it reaches. When the load reached a maximum
the field follows that of the simulation until it reaches. When the load reached a maximum value of
value of 1,650,000 N, the displacement of the RCP taken around the ground surface is about 9.67 mm
1,650,000 N, the displacement of the RCP taken around the ground surface is about 9.67 mm for the
for the field, while the displacement obtained by FEM is about 9.62 mm. As noted, the difference
field, while the displacement obtained by FEM is about 9.62 mm. As noted, the difference between
between the displacement measured under maximum lateral load (1,650,000 N) during the field test
and the predicted displacement is less than 1%. This difference could be explained by soil moisture
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Simulation result; (a) (H-t-Y0) the curve at the point of the ground surface test pile force FE Simulation
result and field result; (b) Field measurement at the pile head; (c) FE Simulation result at the pile head.
result and field result; (b) Field measurement at the pile head; (c) FE Simulation result at the pile head.

5. Numerical Results and Analysis
5. Numerical Results and Analysis
5.1. Lateral Displacement Along the Pile
5.1. Lateral Displacement Along the Pile
The experiments are carried out on the model of drilled piles considering the self-weight of the
experiments
are carried
out on
thewhich
modelalso
of drilled
piles
considering
self-weight
of the
pile as The
a vertical
load, unlike
the driven
pile,
have the
threshing
forcethe
(driving
resistance
a vertical
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unlike thecurves
drivenvary
pile,not
which
have the
(driving
ofpile
the as
pile).
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onlyalso
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the natureforce
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The
soil deformation
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not only
according
to the
the layers, but
also
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by applying the
different
Therefore,
there
are nature
severalof
deformation
layers,
and it can be noted in Figure 9 three layers made by Abaqus™.

load applied at the level of the deep layers (soil 3 Figure 10c). The deformations decrease with the
depth of the soil. The soil displacement measured at the ground surface around the pile was
approximated with the highest precision by the potential exponential functions below (Equation 9)
where parameters y0, A1 and t1 are regression constants.
𝑦 = 𝐴 × exp
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Figure 9. Plan view of Soil deformation at different depth under lateral loading; (a) Soil deformation
Figure 9. Plan view of Soil deformation at different depth under lateral loading; (a) Soil deformation
on the lateral load; (b) Top of the first layer; (c) Top of the Second Layer; (d) Top Third Layer.
on the lateral load; (b) Top of the first layer; (c) Top of the Second Layer; (d) Top Third Layer.

The contours of the ground deform more, once by applying lateral loads (110,000 N to 1,650000 N)
As seen in the Figure 9 U is the spatial displacement at nodes and U3 is the lateral displacement of
of the pile head. The deformation according to the plain view of the soil is represented in Figure 9,
the pile.
while Figure 10 shows the deformation as a function of the different loads applied to the pile in the soil.
The deformation is like a wave that propagates in the ground, and which is the epicenter of the pile.
However, this wave has strong intensity in the direction of the lateral load applied at the level of the
first layers (soil 1 and 2 Figure 10a,b) and strong intensity in the opposite direction of the lateral load
applied at the level of the deep layers (soil 3 Figure 10c). The deformations decrease with the depth of
the soil. The soil displacement measured at the ground surface around the pile was approximated
with the highest precision by the potential exponential functions below (Equation 9) where parameters
y0, A1 and t1 are regression constants.
!
 
−x
−x
y = A1 × exp
+ A2 × exp
+ y0
t1
t2

(9)
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Figure 10. The relation of the first two soil displacement and the lateral load applying on the pile; (a)
Figure 10. The relation of the first two soil displacement and the lateral load applying on the pile; (a)
FE Simulation result for the soil 1; (b) FE Simulation result for the soil 2; (c) FE Simulation result for the
FE Simulation result for the soil 1; (b) FE Simulation result for the soil 2; (c) FE Simulation result for
soil 3.
the soil 3.

As seen in the Figure 9 U is the spatial displacement at nodes and U3 is the lateral displacement of
Figure 11a exhibits the FE deformed pile foundation obtained at the load from 110,000 N to
the pile.
1,650,000 N lateral load. The distribution of piles (Missed equivalent stress), which is shown in Figure
Figure 11a exhibits the FE deformed pile foundation obtained at the load from 110,000 N to
11b by the contour colors, indicating that the reinforced concrete close to the pile head at the first
1,650,000 N lateral load. The distribution of piles (Missed equivalent stress), which is shown in
bend region of the pile experiences the very best stress. Figure 11b presents the displacement of lateral
Figure 11b by the contour colors, indicating that the reinforced concrete close to the pile head at the
deflection generated from the FE model on the pile below different lateral loads. The lateral
first bend region of the pile experiences the very best stress. Figure 11b presents the displacement of
deformation of the expected pile head at 12.87 mm is applied by the 1,650,000 N load. The pile is
lateral deflection generated from the FE model on the pile below different lateral loads. The lateral
inclined within the loading direction. It can be seen that the 3D FE analysis with success captures of
deformation of the expected pile head at 12.87 mm is applied by the 1,650,000 N load. The pile is
the deflection pattern of the pile. Displacement of the field measurements is made at two different
inclined within the loading direction. It can be seen that the 3D FE analysis with success captures of the
points, namely at the head of the pile, and the surrounding of the pile around the ground surface (1.5
deflection pattern of the pile. Displacement of the field measurements is made at two different points,
m from the head of the pile). One can note that the lateral displacement of the FE model and the field
namely at the head of the pile, and the surrounding of the pile around the ground surface (1.5 m from
data are almost the same.
the head of the pile). One can note that the lateral displacement of the FE model and the field data are
almost the same.
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Figure 12. Stress and strain of a lateral load of steel along the pile; (a) the steel bar modeling; (b) the
Figure 12. Stress and strain of a lateral load of steel along the pile; (a) the steel bar modeling; (b) the
strain of lateral of steel along the pile; (c) the stress of lateral of steel along the pile.
strain of lateral of steel along the pile; (c) the stress of lateral of steel along the pile.

5.3. Effect of Reinforced Concrete Pile Diameter
5.3. Effect of Reinforced Concrete Pile Diameter
Four different diameters (D = 1.00 m, D = 1.2 m, D = 1.45 m and D = 1.8 m) were chosen
Four different diameters (D = 1.00 m, D = 1.2 m, D = 1.45 m and D = 1.8 m) were chosen to study
to study pile geometry impact at the load (110,000 N, 440,000 N, 1,100,000 N and 1,650,000 N).
pile geometry impact at the load (110,000 N, 440,000 N, 1,100,000 N and 1,650,000 N). The pile is
The pile is supposed to be elastoplastic, and the soil is made using the behavioral relationship of
supposed to be elastoplastic, and the soil is made using the behavioral relationship of Mohr-Coulomb
Mohr-Coulomb [1,11,13,15,27,28]. Figure 13 shows the result of pile diameter on the stress distribution
[1], [11], [13], [15], [27], [28]. Figure 13 shows the result of pile diameter on the stress distribution on
on the pile shaft. The increase in pile diameter will increase the pile stiffness, and consequently can
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progressively at different types of soil interface (Figure 14), which will be taken from 2 aspects. Firstly,
the loading of the pile shaft can increase non-linearly with the increase in pile diameter that is useful
to increase the intervals of the lateral resistance of the pile shaft. Lastly, an enlarged pile diameter
expands the pile-soil contact area (linear reaction between pile-soil contact area and pile diameter).
As a result 2019,
of the
resistance force between the pile shaft and soil flank, the lateral displacement16ofofsoil
Infrastructures
4, 13
21
flank will cause lateral stress and strain on the pile shaft, and thereby a lateral displacement of the
pile shaft. Therefore, the ultimate variation law of the lateral displacement of the pile body, that has
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The loading takes the dominant role during this case.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 13. Impact of diameter on the stress distribution along of reinforced concrete pile; (a) The stress
Figure 13. Impact of diameter on the stress distribution along of reinforced concrete pile; (a) The stress
of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The stress of the pile in the
of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The stress of the pile in the
function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The stress of the pile in the function of different
function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The stress of the pile in the function of different
diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The stress of the pile in the function of different diameters at load
1,650,000 N.
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Figure 14. Impact of diameter on the strain distribution along the reinforced concrete pile, (a) The
Figure 14. Impact of diameter on the strain distribution along the reinforced concrete pile, (a) The
strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The strain of the pile in the
strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The strain of the pile in
function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The strain of the pile in the function different of
the function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The strain of the pile in the function different
diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load
of diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load
1,650,000 N.
1,650,000 N.

For example, the application of 1,650,000 N to pile diameters 1.0 m and 1.2 m cause a slight lateral
displacement (decreasing) of the pile shaft from 29.93 mm to 12.57 mm. Thus, the same proportion
trend is observed at the level of different loads (110,000 N, 440,000 N, 1,100,000 N, and 1,650,000 N)
applied to the different diameters (1.0, 1.20, 1.45, and 1.80 m). Therefore, the displacement decreases
when the diameters increase. The linear relationship is developed progressively at different types of
soil interface (Figure 14), which will be taken from 2 aspects. Firstly, the loading of the pile shaft can
increase non-linearly with the increase in pile diameter that is useful to increase the intervals of the
lateral resistance of the pile shaft. Lastly, an enlarged pile diameter expands the pile-soil contact area
(linear reaction between pile-soil contact area and pile diameter). As a result of the resistance force
between the pile shaft and soil flank, the lateral displacement of soil flank will cause lateral stress and
strain on the pile shaft, and thereby a lateral displacement of the pile shaft. Therefore, the ultimate
variation law of the lateral displacement of the pile body, that has been used to figure out that between
the loadings or lateral friction of piles, takes the dominant role. The loading takes the dominant role
during this case.
(a)
(b)
After analyzing the different curves, it can be noted that, according to the different
cases of lateral
loads, the stresses are:
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Inversely proportional to diameter (the larger the diameter, the smaller the stress).
Proportional to the horizontal displacement of the piles (the higher the stress, the greater the
horizontal displacement to the pile increases).
Proportional and opposite direction to the strain (more the stress increases and the more the strain
increases, but the(c)
direction is negative).
(d)
Additionally, the difference between the displacements decreases as shown in Figure 15d. However,

Figure 14. Impact of diameter on the strain distribution along the reinforced concrete pile, (a) The
the choice of diameter is made by respecting not only the permissible displacement of the piles, which
strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The strain of the pile in
is between (30 and 40 mm), but also to satisfy the financial ratio and the safety factor. The soil is known
the function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The strain of the pile in the function different
to be heterogeneous with a significant safety factor which will cover the solicitations due to time, hence
of diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The strain of the pile in the function of different diameters at load
the choice to make a comparison between the different types of diameter: D = 100 cm, d = 29, 93 mm,
1,650,000 N.

while the displacement of the diameter D = 120 cm, 12, 87 mm.
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Figure 15. Impact of diameter on the displacement distribution along of reinforced concrete pile; (a) The
Figure 15. Impact of diameter on the displacement distribution along of reinforced concrete pile; (a)
displacement of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The displacement
The displacement of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 110,000 N; (b) The
of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The displacement of the pile in
displacement of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 440,000 N; (c) The displacement
the function of different diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The displacement of the pile in the function
of the pile in the function of different diameters at load 1,100,000 N; (d) The displacement of the pile
of different diameters at load 1,650,000 N.
in the function of different diameters at load 1,650,000 N.

6. Conclusions
After analyzing the different curves, it can be noted that, according to the different cases of
3D nonlinear
model was developed to investigate the performance force of reinforced
lateral A
loads,
the stressesFEare:
concrete pile
in
coherent
soil
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load. To(the
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understand
the mechanical
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• Inversely proportional
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the stress).
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and
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were
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along
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in
the
stratified
• Proportional to the horizontal displacement of the piles (the higher the stress, the
greater the horizontal displacement to the pile increases).
• Proportional and opposite direction to the strain (more the stress increases and the
more the strain increases, but the direction is negative).
Additionally, the difference between the displacements decreases as shown in Figure 15d.
However, the choice of diameter is made by respecting not only the permissible displacement of the
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soil, then, there has been generated the conclusion below following the comparison between the RCP
simulation carried out by the Mohr-Coulomb model used in Abaqus™, and the field measurement.
•

•

•

•

The comparison between the FE simulation result and the field measurement, reveals that at
the beginning of the experiment (applied load stage), the displacement of the pile from the field
is smaller than the simulation. When the load increases the displacement of the field, and the
simulation is almost followed, when the lateral load reached its maximum value of 1,650,000 N
the displacement of the field is about 9, 67 mm, while that of the simulation is 9, 62 mm, this great
advocate agreement between the FE model and the Field measure.
The analysis of the influence of the lateral loads level applied on the RCP head shows that the
deformation of the soil varies depending on the soil layer. Moreover, it was constant that at a
depth of 6m there are the displacement zeros by applying different lateral loads on the pile head
(110,000 N to 1,650,000 N).
It can be concluded that taking a point on the head of the pile, the maximum displacement of the
field was 14.74 mm and the displacement of the simulation was 14.79 mm, either 0.05 mm, less
than 1 % difference, which is acceptable for validating the simulation.
It can be noted that taking into account the field and the simulation, the maximum stress and
strain on the pile body is at a depth of 5 m and point where the stress and strain are returning to 0
at a depth of 13 m; it can also be noted that stress and strain have opposite directions.
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